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About Us ...
Neighbourhood Central is a
not-for-profit, incorporated,
community-based organisation
formed in 1977 to provide a
variety of community support
services to people living in the
Central West of NSW.
Neighbourhood Central is an
organisation governed by a
volunteer Board of Management
voted in at the Annual General
Meeting by the members of the
organisation. It receives funding
for its projects from all three tiers
of government: local, state and
federal.
Neighbourhood Central's head
office is located at Parkes with
offices in Forbes, Condobolin
and Peak Hill; all providing
a large range of community
services.
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Our Mission:
To provide services,
information, advocacy
and referral to all our
communities, focusing
on the people who are
vulnerable, isolated or at
risk.
Our Vision:
To empower people and
communities to grow and
celebrate diversity, to be
safe and connected.
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Chairperson's Report

Another year has passed in the life of Neighbourhood Central, bringing with it
growth and change. The organisation continues its longstanding services to the
community, as well as now introducing new and enhanced services.
Neighbourhood Central has been approved to provide services in Aged Care and
the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS), and is committed to navigating
through these dynamic sectors in this time of on-going change.
The security of funding has been welcomed and will extend our current
Commonwealth Home Support Programme (CHSP) services of Community
Transport, Home Modifications and Maintenance, Meals and Social Support to
June 2022.
Family services continue to reach far into our Shire providing much needed
support, and our Aboriginal programs have supported Indigenous youth and
families to remain connected to their culture and community in many different
ways.
As our region suffers this long hard drought, Neighbourhood Central, in
conjunction with Parkes Shire Council, has appointed Roger Kitson as Drought
Response Officer. This position has received much community support, with
pleasing attendances at information and community meetings.
A highlight this year was the opening of our Transit Lounge. Our communities will
benefit greatly by having a comfortable and safe place to rest.
The major change for Neighbourhood Central is, of course, the retirement of our
Executive Officer Pam Symonds. Pam has been the lynchpin of the organisation
for many years. She has driven Neighbourhood Central to take on new areas
of community service always confident it would succeed, and indeed it has
succeeded. The Board congratulates and thanks Pam for her brilliant vision and
strength in management that has placed Neighbourhood Central where it is today,
and we wish her a very happy and fulfilling retirement.
Once again, on behalf of the Board, I cannot thank our staff enough for their
consistent high standard of work and care of our communities.
And where would we be without our volunteers? Thank you all for everything you
do in so many different ways and areas. Our organisation could not exist without
you.
I would also like to thank my fellow Board members for their guidance and
expertise.
We look forward to another strong fulfilling year serving our communities. Thank
you.
Barbara Newton
Chairperson

Board of Management

Barbara Newton

Barbara joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2013.
Barbara has 41 years of experience as a Registered Nurse,
including three years as a Clinical Nurse Educator and five
years as Director of Nursing. As a result of her extensive
experience in the health sector, she has gained a wide range
of skills and knowledge to bring to the role as Chairperson at
Neighbourhood Central. With Barbara’s participation in local
government as a Councillor in the Parkes Shire for 15 years
and her current position as Deputy Mayor, she also brings a
sound knowledge of finance and management to her position
on the Board.

Steven joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 1994.
He has worked in a variety of local government roles, in a
career spanning 43 years in the industry. Steven is the former
Director Planning and Environment at Parkes Shire Council,
having served in that role for 29 years. In addition, Steven
has a wealth of experience as a qualified Environmental
Health Officer and is an A1 Accredited Building Certifier. He
also holds a Post-Graduate Diploma in Local Government
Management.

Steven Campbell

Monica Murray

Monica joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2009.
Monica has a long background in health as a Registered Nurse
that began 31 years ago. Her experience covers work at both
a clinical and managerial level in rural health service provision.
Monica is currently a Project Manager for Western NSW Health
District, for Hospital in the Home. Monica holds a Bachelor
of Health Science (Nursing), Post Graduate Certificates in
Midwifery, Health Systems Management, Child and Family
Health. Monica’s interest and recent work/study includes public
health and research. In Monica’s capacity as a Board member,
she has specific interests in health and well-being of rural
communities, particularly in the area of Indigenous health.
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Graeme Dean

Julie Russell

Graeme joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2010. He
has had a longstanding career in the financial sector, most
recently as Shared Service Delivery Manager for Transport
for NSW. Graeme has over 36 years' experience in Finance
Accounting and Management in private enterprise and public
sector and holds Advanced Diplomas in Government and in
Management. He is also a Member of the Australasian Mutual
Institute. Graeme is a highly active member of the community
evidenced by his involvement with other local organisations.
He has held the position of Treasurer for the Parkes Rotary
Club and is also a previous member of the Holy Family Parish
School Board.
Julie joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2011. She
currently works for the Department of Human Services as
Service Centre Manager and has been employed by the
Department for over 31 years. Julie has a broad range of
senior experience in the provision of welfare, family, student,
Indigenous, health, ageing and community disability support
payments and services. Julie is committed to keeping pace with
the changing service delivery environment. There is a strong
emphasis on the importance of accountability, quality leadership
and management capability, along with a need to increase ability
to manage risk, change and performance.

Kay joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2012. Kay
has had a long-standing career with Family and Community
Services, Housing NSW where she has held the position of
Senior Client Service Officer for 30 years. In addition, she
has also had previous experience in banking and community
services. Kay represents Housing NSW at the NSW Civil and
Administrative Tribunal and is involved in various community
organisations as both treasurer and board member.

Kay Craft

Board of Management

Terry Job

Peter Buckley

Lindy Farrant

Terry joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2013, and
brings with him a wealth of experience in the education
sector, having worked as Transition Officer for the
Department of Education Western Region for almost 20
years. Now retired, Terry works in a casual capacity as a job
coach two days a week at Parkes High School. As a farmer
and grazier, Terry still lives on the farm, and has been Group
Officer for the Rural Fire Service. Terry was responsible for
implementing the NSW Rural Fire Service School Cadet
Program originally facilitated through Parkes High School.
Terry enjoys his position on the Board of Neighbourhood
Central, and when he can get away, he and his wife Carol
like to travel around Australia in their caravan.

Peter joined the Neighbourhood Central Board in 2014. Peter
is a retired local solicitor who has been practising law for over
33 years. He has a Diploma in Law (S.A.B.) and has also been
a Local Court Registrar for over 17 years. Peter has sat on
many other Boards of Management within the local community
including Holy Family School, Red Bend Catholic College
and Southern Cross Residential Aged Care Facility where he
is currently Chairperson of the Management Committee. In
addition, he has been a member of the Holy Family Parish
Finance Committee for over 31 years and the Wilcannia-Forbes
Diocese Finance Committee for 13 years.

Lindy joined Neighbourhood Central Board in 2018. With a
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood) teaching degree she has
had an extended career in early childhood education, working
in a range of roles over the past 40 years, including Director of
Parkes Early Childhood Centre for over 24 years. With a passion
for advocacy for children and working with community, Lindy has
established strong networks with local and regional agencies,
community organisations, schools and tertiary institutions, and
has contributed to academic publications on leadership and best
practice in early education. Lindy was a founding member of the
Birth to Kindergarten – Spread the Word early literacy program.
Throughout her career Lindy has been an active member of
numerous advisory committees and working parties supporting
young children and their families.
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Executive Officer's Report
It is with a sense of both pride and sadness that I write this, my final message as the
Executive Officer of Neighbourhood Central. However, I welcome the opportunity to
reflect on last year and broader developments during my 13-year term.
Our communities, young and old, have faced significant challenges over the years and
whilst we have responded constantly every time, there will always be new challenges.
Together with the valuable support of the Board of Management, staff, volunteers and
clients, Neighbourhood Central has adapted and continues to transform to the climate
of increasing changes in community services.
The past four years have seen a consumer-directed market offer opportunity for
Neighbourhood Central to expand into home care packages and disability services.
This has enabled the organisation to expand its footprint in terms of additional services
in the Parkes, Forbes and Lachlan Local Government Areas. There has been a large
investment as staff and clients transition to operate in the new systems while balancing
professional practice with limited budgets and client choice. Neighbourhood Central
will welcome further transformation of aged care and disability services when reforms
are put in place at the completion of the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and
Safety and the Royal Commission into Violence, Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation of
People with Disability.
The Targeted Early Intervention and Their Futures Matter reforms are in progress
and will deliver a whole-of-system change to better support vulnerable children and
families, because despite government endeavours, the number of children reported at
risk of significant harm continues to grow, and intervention needs to happen earlier.
Neighbourhood Central Family Support services will continue to strive to support
children to enjoy a safe and loving family, and a stable home, free from violence and
neglect.
The past ten years has seen an expansion of services to include programs and support
for Aboriginal people. Aboriginal people have been supported to remain connected to
their culture and community through the work of the Parkes Shire Aboriginal Project
Officer, youth groups, homework centres and the Peak Hill Community Hub.
At the heart of all the work at Neighbourhood Central is a commitment to providing
support and services, and to deliver positive outcomes to people in their time of need.
With wide ranging skills, experience and sector knowledge, I am confident that the
committed team of staff will continue to navigate and tackle challenges to enable the
delivery of quality services and supports to our clients.
As this report is being prepared, Neighbourhood Central is preparing for the
recruitment of the new Executive Officer. While this is causing some trepidation, it is
also an opportunity for new energy and new possibilities to emerge.
I would like to thank and acknowledge everyone at Neighbourhood Central for the
substantial contributions they have made to build the organisation to what it is today. I
leave the position confident about the future of both the organisation and the work we
do for the people and communities we serve.
Working at Neighbourhood Central has been a true honour.
Pam Symonds
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Reception
Volunteers
Lyn Pengilly, Coordinator

Dorothy Charlton

Gay Daley

Maria Buchanan

Cheryl Chamberlain

Sue Hennessy

Jean Kennedy

Kaye Lindsay

Liz Matthews

Sharon Phipps

Trish Prior

Carol Ramsay

Lynn Rogers

John Short

Wendy Yeo

Services
Families and Youth: Practical assistance and emotional support are
provided through advocacy and referral, case management, home visiting
and parenting skills groups.
Aged Care: Our care coordinators, support workers and volunteers help
older people access the services and support they need that will help them
stay connected and living in their chosen community.
Disability (NDIS): We deliver a range of flexible support services which are
designed around the individual, their needs, preferences and aspirations.
Aboriginal Programs: Proudly promoting and celebrating Aboriginal culture
and heritage to empower people with information, services and the support
they need.
Drought Response Officer: We assist local farmers in obtaining timely
access to initiatives and financial support in response to the current drought
conditions.
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Services and Programs

Services Provided

Other Services Provided

Aboriginal Youth and Family Support
Aboriginal Community Project – Closing the Gap
Community Luncheon / High Teas / Morning Teas
Community Strengthening Project
Community Transport
Community Visitors Scheme
Craft Groups
Domestic Violence Committee
Drought Response Officer
Early Childhood Groups
Family Support Service
Home Care Packages
Home Modification & Maintenance Service
Housebound Library
Meal Services
Multicultural Group
NAIDOC
NDIS (Disability) Services
No-Interest Loans Scheme
Paint the Town REaD
Palliative Care Volunteer Service
Parkes Interagency
Seniors Festival
Social Groups
Social Support
Tax Help
Volunteer Referral Agency
Work Development Orders

Australian Hearing
Binaal Billa
Camera Club
CanAssist
Children’s Court Clinic
Community Justice
Companions Through Cancer
Compassionate Friends
Disability Information & Advocacy Service
Embroidery Guild of NSW
Insight Services
Interact Injury Management
Legal Aid NSW – Civil & Family
Lifeline Central West
Pamper Programme (formerly Look Good
Feel Better)
NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal
Parkes Aboriginal Community Working Party
Parkes Carers Support
Prostate Awareness Support Group
Total Health Care Services

Neighbourhood
Central
Staff

Management, Finance and Administration
Back: Dianne Scott, Rowen Pearce and Pam Symonds.
Front: Zarna Gould and Beverley Drabsch

Meals
Helen Cusack and Jeanine Swindle

Home Modifications
Beverley Drabsch, Craig Thornton and
Malcolm Stone

Community Transport
Back: Christie Green, Lisa Cohen
Front: Kelly De Grande and Lyn
Townsend

Aboriginal Programs
Amanda Corcoran, Lisa Cohen, Rebecca
Cohen and Philippa Allen
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Family Support
Melissa Evans, Tina Nash and Shonel Redfern

Community Visitors Scheme
Val Mann

Home Care Packages and NDIS
Louise Carruthers and Ruth Barnes

Drought Response Officer
Roger Kitson

Support Workers
Back: Philippa Allen, Carla Oram, De Joseph and Paul Hocking (Parkes), Emily Moore and Kristy Brown
(Forbes). Front: Fe Redenbach and Julie Emery (Condobolin), Hayley Quigley (Forbes), Danitia Paul and
Tracey Dumesney (Parkes).

Family Support

Client Story

Neighbourhood Central Family Support offers a variety of programs for parents and carers.
Traditionally most participants have been mums and female carers, however, the last 18
months has seen an increase in the number of men attending.
Facilitated programs range from courses to assist parents develop skills to set limits and
boundaries for behaviour that suit a child’s age and development, to assisting separated
parents who are struggling to co-operatively co-parent and are experiencing ongoing high
levels of conflict.
All programs delivered are designed to strengthen parent-child interactions.
It has been wonderful to have males attending and given an opportunity to share ideas and
concerns with other men going through similar issues.
Graham* approached Neighbourhood Central Family Support requesting available courses
to support him as a dad. Graham explained that he had separated from his wife 18 months
ago. The three children spent regular time with Graham but there were continuing disputes
between Graham and his ex-wife Jodie*. Graham dreaded changeovers and the children
would become anxious as these occasions often escalated into an argument with Jodie.
During the course of the program Graham was able to develop strategies to assist making
changeovers less hostile and acknowledge his role in the ongoing conflicts.
Changes were made so communication on issues that resulted in tension were done through
email rather than having heated conversations while the children were present.
Graham was able to recognise that many of the issues were not worth maintaining the
conflict and the ongoing fighting was causing more harm to the children than the actual
issue.
Changeover locations were changed to a local park where there were facilities to keep the
children entertained if Jodie was running late. Graham focused on this as an opportunity to
spend a little extra time with the children rather than becoming angry that Jodie was not on
time.
Identifying and accepting that parents can have different ways of doing things in their own
homes, and that it doesn’t make the other parent’s way wrong, was a turning point for
Graham.
“I think all separated parents should do this program. It has improved my relationship with my
children, and I have learnt new ways to handle the situation when things become difficult with
the other parent.” Graham - Keeping Kids In Mind participant.
*Names have been changed to protect identity.

90+ families received individual assistance
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Paint the Town REaD Relay
This year, Paint Parkes
REaD coincided with the
Perth to Pacific Book Relay.
Five-hundred children and
carers were entertained
by the Parkes Community
Choir, the Town Band, and
a funny skit was performed
by Cr Neil Westcott and Cr
Bill Jayet.
Paint Parkes REaD then
took the Relay to the
Trundle Library where they
were met by children from
the Trundle Children’s
Centre, other families, the
Reading Bug and Marshal
Paw Patrol.
The Relay up to that point
had travelled over 6,700 km
and visited 55 communities
to spread the important
message.
Neighbourhood Central
Family Support is proud
to be involved with Parkes
Paint the Town REaD.

Read, talk,
sing and rhyme
to your baby
from birth!

Aboriginal Programs

"Our workers help
Aboriginal people access
available services and
the types of support
that help them stay
connected and receive
assistance within their
community."

500+
hours of direct
support to the
Parkes and Peak Hill
Aboriginal
communities
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Aboriginal Project Officer
The Aboriginal Project Officer works closely with the Parkes Shire Council to progress initiatives
relating to Aboriginal People under the Council's Community Plan which forms a cornerstone of the
new Department of Local Government Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework.
NAIDOC Week Celebrations
Neighbourhood Central hosted the Parkes Shire 2018 NAIDOC Galari Mawam-Bul Art Exhibition.
The Aboriginal Project Officer partnered with local Aboriginal artist Irene Ridgeway and Arts Out
West to coordinate the event.
Several demonstrations and workshops took place, including weaving workshops and art lessons,
and there was a screening of the documentary Servant or Slave.
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Sarah Mitchell, and the Parkes Shire Deputy Mayor and
Neighbourhood Central Chairperson, Barbara Newton, were special guests at the black-tie event to
officially open the exhibition.
Homework Centres
Homework Centres are located both at Neighbrouhood Central in Parkes and at the Community
Hub in Peak Hill. These Homework Centres operate in each location one day per week during
school terms. They target Indigenous students from Year 7 to Year 12.
Peak Hill Groups
Neighbourhood Central coordinate the Peak Hill Women's Group, Teenage Girls' Group, Boys'
Youth Group and the Peak Hill Community Luncheon.
These groups help Aboriginal youth, families and older people access services within their
community that help them stay connected and receive the supports they need.
Photo courtesy of the Parkes Champion-Post

Drought Response Officer
“The huge difference that you have made to our family is hard to put
into words. You have brought information and resources to us, saving
valuable time. You have brought hope, understanding and confidence
during a time of drought and hardship. This has provided me and my
family with motivation, joy and laughter and has greatly reduced stress
levels. You have shown us how to look with new eyes. It is obvious that
you have considerable insight into human nature, especially rural folk,
and a connection to the land. Thank you, your
help is appreciated and has been invaluable”.
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Neighbourhood Central, in a partnership
with Parkes Shire Council, appointed
Roger Kitson as Parkes' Drought
Response Officer in February 2019.
The Drought Response Officer’s role is
to source and administratively assist
with the distribution of information to
local farmland and farmland associated
community members to assist them in
obtaining timely access to initiatives
and financial support in response to the
current drought conditions.
A range of projects have been delivered
to support farmers, including a Drought
Information Pack, Farmers Forums,
Pub Chats and other coordinated
local events that help to maintain
connections with their community and
to assist with mental health issues and
community well-being.
The effects of the drought impact every
aspect of life and therefore, a respectful,
considerate and sensitive approach
is required. Some farming families
have suffered from health-related and
economic issues as a result of an aging
population within the agricultural sector
and a rapidly changing economic and
technological landscape. The drought
has compounded these already existing
issues adding increased mental and
physical stress.
Since the establishment of the Drought
Response Officer role, farmer enquiries
have continued to increase. The
partnership between Neighbourhood
Central and Parkes Shire Council
have provided an excellent foundation
to deliver a range of projects and
initiatives to support farmers and the
community during this severe and
prolonged drought.

AGED CARE
Neighbourhood Central’s aged
care team works in partnership
with older people to maintain
their independence and way of
life.
We offer a broad range of
supports tailoring services to
each individual’s needs.
Living independently is a
priority for many of the people
we support.
Our services include:
•
Home Care Packages
•
Community Transport
•
Meals
•
Social Support
•
Home Modifications
•
Community Visitors
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Home Care Packages

Cliff
If you don’t know Cliff Tanswell,
you might have noticed him
driving around town in his 1984
baby blue Kingswood ute! Cliff
turned up at Neighbourhood
Central one cold day in May 2018
with his mate Tony and a letter
in hand that said he had been
assigned a Home Care Package. It
was explained to him how Home
Care Packages work and he
was advised to research service
providers to compare fees and
charges. Cliff countered with:
"Nope. I want you blokes to do it!"
After learning that he had been
diagnosed with a serious illness,
staff at Neighbourhood Central
advised him of a whole range
of services that would help
him, but Cliff was adamant that
he only wanted help with a bit
of housework and getting his
washing out and back in.
Later that year Cliff had major
surgery and spent six months in
RPA before being transferred back
to Parkes Hospital to convalesce.
When he left RPA the nursing staff
formed a guard of honour to see
him out - though Cliff jokes that
he isn't sure whether they were
happy or sad to see him go!
Cliff's determination to remain
independent is inspiring!

Community Transport

21,933 trips - 306,114 km
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Leo

As an Italian, Leo is a great cook and loves to prepare classical Italian dishes
such as pasta and gnocchi with sauces he prepares himself. Leo lived in the
Sydney area for over 50 years before recently moving out west and settling
in Parkes. Leo really enjoys the outings organised by Community Transport.
They have enabled him to get out and connect with the locals and see the
countryside and its attractions.

“I went with Community Transport to visit the Wellington
Caves. It was a great opportunity for me to get out and be
with other people while visiting local sites of interest. The
company was excellent, the drive very pleasant and the Caves
of great interest. I look forward to doing more outings with
them.”

Janet
Having this transport service is very good. The
drivers are fantastic. I love my day in town where
they take me wherever I want.

Lorna

I think this is the most wonderful service and I
really love the day out. The drivers are always
really courteous and the company is great.

Meals and Social Support

“I look forward to coming to anything at Neighbourhood Central
to meet up with friends, to have a chat; and there’s always
a lovely meal. The girls here are so welcoming and happy!
Sometimes we have entertainment after the meal which is a plus.
It's just a lovely outing!”
7,000+

meals provided
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Jan

Shopping in grocery stores
was becoming a real struggle
for Jan*. After a My Aged Care
Assessment, Jan was referred to
Neighbourhood Central for Social
Support services.
Now, with the assistance of a
support worker, she is picked
up and transported to the shops
where she can complete her
weekly grocery shop and run any
errands.
The support worker then drives
Jan home and takes the groceries
inside for her to pack away.
The service has given Jan
the confidence to remain
independent, connected with the
community and living in her own
home.
*Names have been changed to protect identity.

6,800+

hours of social support provided

Home Modifications

Trevor and Carol

Carol and Trevor have lived in Parkes for 37 years and in their present home for the past
14 years. With Trevor experiencing back problems and a broken knee cap, he and Carol
contacted Home Modifications to ensure greater independence and safety by having
sturdy grab rails installed in the bathroom.

Carol

“The grab rails are
highly functional and
well placed. We had
them installed for my
husband who underwent
an operation, but they
are so handy to have
that I now rely on them
too because they are
such a good support,
making me feel safer.”
requests for modifications ranging
from grab rails in bathrooms and toilets
to external access ramps and major
bathroom modifications.
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Community Visitors

Elsie

Elsie is a resident in the Aged Care Facility at Condobolin and receives regular
visits by Bonita to provide companionship. After some time Elsie became more
involved and taught Bonita how to play the old card game called Solo. Other
residents became interested and now there's a group joining in.
The Community Visitors Scheme engages volunteers across Central West NSW to
make regular visits with people who are at risk of social isolation or loneliness.

840+

individual and group visits provided

NDIS

At Neighbourhood Central,
we help people live the life
they want, which is why
we work to ensure each
person’s needs are met with
the right supports, at the
right time. Our team takes a
hands-on approach, working
in partnership with people
with disability and their
support networks to create
tailored solutions for each
individual.

Chesney

Chesney is a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) participant. His
dad, Ross, approached us twelve months ago, asking us to manage his NDIS
funding. Since then, Chesney has been out and about accessing a variety
of services available within the community. He attended the Parkes Elvis
Festival Parade, he’s been bowling and to the movies, and was swimming
at Parkes pool once a week during the summer months. During the cooler
months, Chesney has been cooking a meal for his family one night a week
as well as going to Iron Works Gym where he trains with the assistance of
his support worker and with gym owner Marc Wheeldon. Chesney’s hard
work in the gym has really paid off but more importantly, he just really loves
going.
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Housebound Library
Housebound Library is a free service supported by a dedicated band of volunteers
who are assisted by staff at the Parkes and Forbes Shire Libraries to deliver large-print
books, audio books, CDs and DVDs to residents.

Val

Long-time Parkes resident, Val, has always been an avid reader and a regular visitor to the
town Library. When it became time for her to hand in her driver licence, she was pleased to
learn of the group of volunteers who deliver library books to the housebound.

"As an avid reader I really missed not being able to go to the
library after my fall, so I requested the Housebound Library
service. The volunteers are very helpful. I just told them which
genre of books I like and they find me something new to read each
time they come. For me it is a necessary service that I am very
grateful for!"
3,000+

library items delivered

Palliative Care
Parkes Palliative Care volunteers provide unpaid care
or support as part of a Health Care team led by Clinical
Nurse Specialist, Bernadette Orange. The team offers a
broad range of services including regular visits, phone
calls, companionship, short outings, basic computer
skills, respite for carers, recording of life stories and
bereavement support.
Two new volunteers joined the team this year. Like all
Palliative Care volunteers, they received extensive initial
training and are finding the experience very rewarding.
Several of our team have been involved in assisting with
the training of new teams of volunteers throughout NSW
during the past year by participating on panels, steering
committees and speaking at conferences. The Parkes
‘model’ of palliative care has been seen as a benchmark
for other areas wishing to start up a volunteer service.
A major part of Palliative Care is to provide support to
those who are bereaved or experiencing grief and loss,
whether recent or more long term. This may be on an
individual basis or in a group setting.
In March 2019, Kittie Dwyer and Chris Duffy, two of our
highly trained and experienced volunteers, ran a sixweek workshop (meeting once a week for 1½ hours)
supporting, listening, encouraging and providing
strategies for people to cope with their grief.
The response to these meetings was very positive.
The nurturing, confidential and non-judgemental
environment enabled participants to express their
feelings, thoughts and concerns, sometimes for the
first time. Friendships were formed and everyone was
encouraged to be more aware of their own special gifts
and skills.
At the end of the six weeks, the group decided to keep
meeting on a regular basis for coffee to continue the
wonderful friendships built during the course. We hope
to run these workshops twice a year with the next one
commencing in September 2019.

The Joy of Telling Your Story
Have you ever thought about writing or recording your
life story, or at least a special part of it?
Last year, Mary*, a resident of the Parkes Shire, was
diagnosed with a life-limiting illness. She had always
wished to travel, especially to Ireland where her mother
and several other family members had been born. Her
children decided it was time to make that wish come
true.
The holiday was everything Mary could have wished
for but soon after returning home, her health started to
deteriorate.
Mary’s family contacted the Palliative Care team in
Parkes and asked if there was anyone who could help
their mother record the story of her trip to Ireland.
Helen*, a new volunteer with a love of writing and
travel, was keen to be involved.
Helen visited Mary on a regular basis, providing
companionship, sharing travel memories and building
a lovely friendship. Mary’s vivid recollections of her
recent trip to Ireland were recorded and Helen set
about compiling a travel diary, including family photos
of places Mary had especially enjoyed.
Mary was thrilled to receive the diary and couldn’t wait
to show her family and friends. Copies were made
so that her children and grandchildren would have a
lasting memory of Mary’s “Trip of a Lifetime”.
*Names have been changed to protect identity.

500+

hours of volunteer support provided
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